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Scientism Today (Observation)
French philosopher Henri de Saint-Simon (1760-1825), the father of scientism, stated…
A scientist, my dear friends, is a man who foresees; it is because science provides the
means to predict that it is useful, and the scientists are superior to all other men.
On June 9, 2021, in an interview with Chuck Todd on 60 Minutes, Anthony Fauci stated…
It’s very dangerous, Chuck, because a lot of what you’re seeing as attacks on me,
quite frankly, are attacks on science. Because all of the things that I have spoken
about consistently from the very beginning have been fundamentally based on
science. Sometimes those things are inconvenient truths for people, and there was
pushback against me. … So, if you are trying to get at me as a public health official
and scientist, you’re really attacking not only Dr. Anthony Fauci, you are attacking
science. Anybody that looks at what is going on clearly sees that. You have to be
asleep not to see that.
Anthony Fauci calls himself a scientist, but he clearly has the arrogance and elitism of one
following in the footsteps of the father of scientism, which is described as a speculative,
metaphysical worldview about the nature and reality of the universe and man’s relation to
it. Fauci might not personally identify with scientism as a philosophy but some of his actions
and words mirror one who does.
On one level, scientism is simply one of many worldviews vying for attention; however, on
a much more dangerous level, scientism takes on a god-like aura that says it alone is right
and not to be questioned. Some call it a pseudo-science.
I briefly explained scientism in Truth Under Siege, which I encourage you to read. Here are
some excerpts…
Scientism can be seen as a faith that science has no boundaries, and that in due time
all human problems and all aspects of human endeavor will be dealt with and solved
by science. … Scientism focuses an inordinate amount of its attention on human
behavior and beliefs.
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In case you missed it, scientism could be restated as the god of scientism—the
postmodern idol that extends beyond the natural or physical sciences to encompass
all human endeavors and that not only exaggerates a trust in its methods but also
demands that no one question its methods and conclusions. We could add the word
authoritarianism and make it scientific imperialistic authoritarianism. This is a
description of the modern-day religion that seeks to demand humanity's devotion and
loyalty and seeks to remove all forms of theology (i.e., God).
It should be clear to all who have been paying attention to what has transpired over the
last 18 months that the above description of scientism has been on full display through the
responses and dictates of the “authorities and officials” that have been driving this socalled global pandemic. The entire world has been subjected to the greatest behavior
modification exercise in human history, and it doesn’t appear to be over as the push to get
people jabbed with an experimental gene therapy continues, regardless of a growing
mountain of data and anecdotal accounts that question its safety.
Anthony Fauci is the lead figure of this drive in the US. By the way; the one thing he has
not been, contrary to his statement, is consistent. He has flip-flopped like a fish out of
water on so many of his dictates that it is stunning he has stayed in favor for so long. Of
course, now he is on the defensive as his up-to-now impenetrable dam of pseudo-science
is being breached. What is his defense: if you attack me, you are attacking science. He
might think we are asleep if we don’t see this, but the good news is that people (hopefully,
a growing number) are beginning to wake up to just the opposite reality. True science does
not support many of the dictates, along with the fearmongering campaigns, that have been
thrust on people throughout the world.
Frankly, I could go on and on about some of the outright dangerous and deceptive things
that have been thrust upon people in the name of science, but I won’t go there. Instead,
you are encouraged to seek out the growing number of critical-thinking commentators,
scientists, and doctors out there. As someone recently said: We are living in strange times;
question everything at this point! Adding to this: Don’t fall for the lies!
This leads to the reason for issuing this insight (written on June 24, 2021). I woke this day
not having any specific connection to or recollection of the date. What I did have was an
awareness of this concern over scientism and its obsessive drive toward behavior
modification. It wasn’t until later in the day that I realized June 24 was significant because
of two words received on this day, one in 2010 and the other in 2020—a whole decade
apart. Here they are…
On June 24, 2010, I heard: America is going into the greatest trial she has ever faced.
It will seem as if all hope is lost and she will not make it. But then, the light of My
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glory will shine upon her and she will turn to see Me in the face of My chosen. The
times surely will change. It is coming. No man can stop what is coming upon not only
America but all the nations. The earth will teeter but I will right her. America's
Greatest Trial; Great Deception
On June 24, 2020, I heard: What is coming is a crisis of the metaphysical itself; it is a
crisis of what is reality. Warn the people: There is only one reality upon which all is
built—it is My Son! To this, I asked the question: How will this crisis manifest? What
will trigger the question? I then heard: The very foundation of science will be shaken.
When foundations are shaken, if they are built on sand, they will crumble. The day
is coming! Metaphysical Crisis
It seems that these are intertwined with each other like the two-sides of a coin. At any rate,
there is more to come! What we see today will pale in comparison to what is coming.
Adding to this is the fact that we are living through a period where crises of the social order
are being fabricated, having little to no basis in fact, in an attempt to rip apart the very
fiber that has held America together as one nation. Let us be reminded that part of that
fiber has been Christian-based. Be assured; what is recognized by the world as the church
is going into crisis, as well, as the Lord shakes that which claims His name in form but
without life. As I have stated elsewhere, I refer to this church as the public institutional,
traditional church—not to be confused with the ekklesia Jesus said He would build. His
true, spiritual ekklesia is without blemish and victorious!
We are living through a day that could best be described as a boiling pot getting ready to
either boil over or explode. During 2013, I had a vision of a Boiling Pot, an Ancient Book, a
Bright Light, and Jesus. I originally interpreted this vision in light of the church, but I have
wondered over the years if this is also a sign of the overall state of the cosmos (orderly
arrangement) that has been gradually boiling up over these last eight years. Either way,
the outcome is the same, for it leads to the only hope humanity has—the appearing of the
Light of the World.
Will the lying tyranny of this day lead to a shaking of the public’s confidence in science,
medicine, and, most of all, government that will build into a united front against this
tyranny? Will the sandy foundation of the likes of people like Fauci (he’s not the only one)
be shaken by the public that itself has been shaken by their tyranny?
Without making any predictions of specific events that might play out, it does appear that
more of the sandy foundations of our modern-day cosmos are being shaken that will
ultimately lead to their crumbling. To be sure, there are strong forces in play that do not
want their sandy foundations of deceit and corruption exposed by the shaking of public
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opposition and outrage, but the day might be coming when enough people awaken to the
truth and demand change and accountability for those who have misled the world. The big
question is what this will look like. Is civil war on the horizon?
One thing is for sure—a crisis is building that will cause a shaking of what most call science.
I’ve already written about the possibility of UFOs being part of this crisis, although it
appears the government will say they don’t have enough data to know what is going on.
Honestly, are we to believe that, after 75 years of observations, they still have no clue as
to the nature of these things?
There is more: along with a science crisis is a crisis of the field of medicine that has aligned
itself with pseudo-science and the pharmaceutical giants and is now complicit in pushing
millions to be jabbed with an experimental drug that is allegedly causing severe adverse
reactions and deaths. Included in this group are the pediatricians encouraging young
children to get jabbed as they continue to insist the children wear masks. This is not
science; it is behavior modification that could have (is having) devastating consequences.
To be clear, there are good, integrous MDs out there; but much like institutional,
indoctrinated preachers, pumped out of seminaries, that “practice” religion by prescribing
doctrine without life, so are there institutional, indoctrinated doctors, pumped out of med
schools, that “practice” medicine by prescribing pharmaceuticals with a laundry list of
potential adverse effects, including death—making them practitioners, not scientists. Have
some become self-proclaimed gods of the white coats? “Don’t question me; I know best!
Challenge me and you are challenging the science. We follow the science”! Perhaps the
gods of the white coats are about to be shaken.
This should remind us of a like-kind in Jesus’ day.
Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for you are resembling the
whitewashed sepulchers which outside, indeed, are appearing beautiful, yet inside
they are crammed with the bones of the dead and all uncleanness. (Matthew 23:27
CLV)
Will this become the epitaph of doctors who, when they first entered the field, swore to
uphold the Hippocratic oath? Woe unto them! Let’s not embrace the gods of scientism or,
for that matter, the gods of the religionists—both of which are present in our day. The
good news is that these so-called gods will not be standing when the final battle for
humanity is over. There will be only one, true God standing, and we know who that is.
Stay alert, hold fast to the faith, and keep your heart set on the Lord Jesus. As Thomas
proclaimed of the risen Christ: My Lord and my God!
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